We discuss the realization of new inflation model, proposed in [1] by Senoguz and Shafi, for supersymmetric SU (5) and flipped SU (5) models of grand unified theories (GUTs). The standard model (SM) gauge singlet scalar components of 24 H and 10 H GUT Higgs superfields are respectively employed to realize successful inflation in SU (5) and flipped SU (5) models. In addition to gauge symmetry, a U (1) R × Z n symmetry is also considered in these models. The predictions of various inflationary parameters lie within latest Planck's data bounds on the scalar spectral index n s , for n ≥ 5 in SU (5) model and for n ≥ 3 in flipped SU (5) model. In particular, the tensor to scalar ratio r and the running of spectral index dn s /d ln k are negligibly small and lie in the range, 10 −12 r 10 −8 and 10 −9 dn s /d ln k 10 −3 , for realistic values of n. In estimating the numerical predictions, we fix the scale of gauge symmetry breaking to M ∼ 2 × 10 16 GeV. The required dilution of monopoles is naturally achieved in the breaking of SU (5) gauge symmetry during inflation. Finally, the U (1) R × Z n symmetry is observed to play a crucial role in suppressing various operators of fast proton decay in flipped SU (5) model and, therefore, the lifetime of proton for p → e + π 0 channel is estimated to be of order 10 36 years.
Introduction
The three early models of inflation namely, new [2] , chaotic [3] and hybrid inflation [4] , have gain the most attention among various proposed models of inflation. As compared to chaotic, new and hybrid are regarded as the small field inflation models and their supersymmetric realization has also been a subject of great interest. Specifically, the model of supersymmetric hybrid inflation [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] has developed an intimate connection of inflation with the models of grand unified theories (GUTs). Further, to avoid GUT monopole problem, the smooth and shifted extensions of supersymmetric hybrid inflation were proposed [11, 12] . Particularly, a U(1) R × Z 2 symmetry was employed in smooth hybrid inflation. The first supersymmetric model of new inflation was proposed in [13, 14] and in order to explain its initial conditions dynamically a model of smooth pre-inflation, based on a generalized U(1) R × Z n symmetry, was considered in [15] . Later, Senoguz and Shafi (SS) utilized this generalized smooth hybrid model to realize supersymmetric new inflation [1] . In this SS model of new inflation, the scalar component of GUT Higgs superfield, charged under Z n symmetry, acts as an inflaton whereas other gauge singlet superfield with non-zero R charge is stabilized at zero. In addition, a successful realization of non-thermal leptogenesis was presented in this model to explain the observed baryon asymmetry. For other relevant models of new inflation, see [16, 17] In present article we discuss the possibility of realizing SS new inflation model in SU(5) GUT [18] and its flipped version, i.e., F SU(5) ≡ SU(5) × U(1) GUT [19] . Comparing two models, some of the common attractive features are the natural solution of doublettriplet problem in F SU(5) via missing partner mechanism [19] , gauge coupling unification and appropriate proton decay suppression. As we will discuss in detail, the U(1) R × Z n symmetry plays a crucial role in circumventing the fast proton decay problem. In particular, proton lifetime is estimated to be of order 10 36 years. In SU(5) model, however, a fine-tuned solution for doublet-triplet problem is assumed. Besides, the requirement of gauge coupling unification in an R-symmtric SU(5) model inevitably leads us beyond the minimal setup of the model. Despite of these issues, the problem of neutrino mass with successful reheating and leptogenesis is naturally settled in SU(5) model whereas some extra assumptions are usually required to realize these features in F SU(5) model. Finally, the predictions of various inflationary parameters are found compatible with the latest Planck's data based on a base ΛCDM model [20] .
The presentation of the paper is as follows. In first section we introduce the realization of SS new inflation in SU(5) model and derive the form of its inflationary potential. The flipped SU(5) model and its attractive features are briefly discussed in second section. The final form of the potential is obtained in this section and found to be the same as that of SS new inflation model [1] . Third section is mainly devoted to the presentation and the discussion of the numerical predictions of various important inflationary parameters. The role of the underlying symmetry in eliminating the dangerous proton decay operators is also highlighted at the end of third section. Finally, we conclude our results and discussion in section-4.
SUSY SU(5) hybrid inflation
In supersymmetric SU(5) model, the MSSM matter content with the right handed neutrino superfield reside respectively in 5 + 10 and 1 dimensional representations,
where N c is the right handed neutrnio superfield. The Higgs superfield responsible for the SU(5) GUT breaking into MSSM gauge group belongs to the adjoint representation 24 H while the electroweak doublet Higgs pair along with the color triplet Higgs pair occupy the fundamental representations 5 h , 5 h . With the addition of a gauge singlet superfield S, the superpotential for new inflation can now be written as,
where, µ is superheavy mass, Λ is the cut-off scale and m is an integer. Additional U(1) R and Z m symmetries are also imposed on the superpotential. Under Z m symmetry, only the superfield 24 H has unit charge while under U(1) R symmetry the charges of various superfields are assigned as,
The terms in the first line of above superpotential are relevant for the model of new inflation, where the scalar SM gauge singlet component of 24 H plays the role of inflaton. Therefore, monopoles produced during SU(5) breaking are inflated away. This is in comparison to standard hybrid model of inflation (for m = 2) where the gauge singlet superfield S acts as inflaton and monopoles are produced at the end of inflation. However, this problem is avoided in the shifted and the smooth versions of SUSY hybrid inflation models [21, 22] where SU(5) gauge symmetry is broken during inflation, thereby diluting the monopole density below the observational limits. The second line terms in Eq. To discuss the model of new inflation further, we consider the following relevant part of the superpotential in Eq. (2),
where the superfield Φ represents the SM gauge singlet component of 24 H ,
The SUSY vacua lie at S = 0 and Tr(Φ)
where v is related with the symmetry breaking scale φ ≡ M as,
for m = 3 to infinity. The F-term supergravity (SUGRA) scalar potential is given by
with
The Kähler potential K with non-minimal terms expanded up to second order in 1/m P can be written as,
where,
The relevant part of D-term scalar potential is,
which vanishes for the component chosen along the 24 direction, since f i,24,24 = 0. Therefore, this direction also becomes the D-flat direction.
Using above equations and the D-flat direction, the scalar potential for |φ|, |S| ≪ m P is found to be
Here, we have used same notation for superfields and their scalar components. In order to eliminate the S field we take κ S < −1/3. The S field thus acquires a mass larger than the Hubble scale, H ≃ µ 2 / √ 3 m P , and is stabilized to zero instantly [1] . This leaves us with the potential of a complex field φ = |φ|e i arg(φ) . We further assume appropriate initial condition for arg(φ) to remain zero during inflation. To see the dependence of inflationary dynamics on this phase factor with general initial conditions, see [23] . We define γ ≡ κ SΦ −1 (M/v) 2 ≥ 0 and set the symmetry breaking scale at M = M GU T ≃ 2 × 10 16 GeV. To obtain the canonically normalized field we replace φ → φ/ √ 2 and the inflatonary potential for φ ≪ M simplifies to,
where, φ now represents the canonically normalized real field. The presentation of results and discussion of this model is delayed until we first derive a similar form of the potential for the new inflation model with flipped SU(5) group.
SUSY FSU(5) hybrid inflation
In supersymmetric Flipped SU(5) ≡ F SU(5) = SU(5) × U(1) model, the MSSM matter content with the right handed neutrino superfield reside in the following representations,
where, as compared to the SU(5) matter representations in Eq. (1), the assignments of superfields U c ↔ D c and E c ↔ N c are flipped in F SU (5) representations and this is why it is called flipped SU(5). The Higgs superfield responsible for the F SU(5) GUT breaking into MSSM gauge group belongs to the 10 H , 10 H pair containing the SM gauge singlet components Φ and Φ respectively. Similar to SU(5) model the electroweak doublet Higgs pair along with the color triplet Higgs pair occupy the fundamental representations 5 h , 5 h . Moreover, the charge assignments of various superfields under U(1) R and Z n symmetries are shown in the Table-I, where n = m for odd n and n = 2m for even n. An extra Z 2 matter parity, as defined in Table-I , is also required to make the lightest SUSY particle the dark matter candidate.
The F SU(5) superpotential for new inflation respecting the U(1) R ×Z n symmetry can now be written as,
The terms in the first line of above superpotential are relevant for inflation which is realized by the scalar SM gauge singlet components (Φ, Φ) of 10 H , 10 H pair. The color triplets of 5 h and 5 h attain GUT scale masses via interaction terms in the second line of Eq. (16) . The electroweak Higgs doublets remain massless as the bilinear term 5 h 5 h is forbidden by the R-symmetry. Thus the doublet-triplet splitting problem is readily solved in F SU(5) model due to the missing partner mechanism [19] whereas in SU(5) model a fine tuned solution in assumed. The MSSM µ problem is managed by the Giudice-Masiero mechanism [24] . Finally, the Dirac mass terms of all the fermions are generated by the Yukawa couplings y
and y (ν) ij via the interaction terms in the third line of Eq. (16) . Some extra work is required to realize the light neutrino masses in F SU(5) model as is discussed in [25] , whereas this problem is elegantly solved in SU(5) model. To derive the required form of the inflationary scalar potential we consider the following part of the superpotential,
where, Φ and Φ respectively represent the SM gauge singlet components of 10 H and 10 H Higgs superfields. The SUSY vacua is given by
where the gauge symmetry breaking scale M is defined as
The Kähler potential for F SU(5) model can be expanded as,
Now using Eq. (7) with z i = {S, Φ, Φ, ...}, the scalar potential for |S|, |Φ| ≪ m P becomes in the D-flat direction (Φ = Φ * ) as,
where, κ 10 = (κ SΦ +κ SΦ )/2. Note that the choice of D-flat condition automatically removes the complex phase dependence of Φ in this case. As discussed earlier, the S field can be stabilized to zero by assuming κ S < −1/3. Therefore, the F SU(5) scalar potential takes the following form with the canonically normalized real field φ ≡ 2Re|Φ|,
where, γ ≡ κ 10 − 1 ≥ 0. Except for the factor of 2 instead of √ 2 with M and 2m instead of m, above potential is similar to the SU(5) potential in Eq. (14) . Therefore, in the discussion below we assume √ 2M = 1 units for V SU (5) and 2M = 1 units for V F SU (5) and exchange m ↔ 2m in order to switch between the two models SU(5) ↔ F SU(5).
Results and Discussion
In new inflation models, inflation is realized below the vacuum expectation value (VEV) where inflaton field is assumed to start from somewhere close to the origin (φ = 0) and rolls towards the minimum of the potential at φ = 1. This initial condition of inflaton can be realized dynamically with an earlier stage of preinflation [14, 1] . In preinflation, an early stage of inflation is realized by some other field Ψ which provides a large mass to the φ field during preinflation. This stabilizes the φ field at zero. Preinflation ends at some critical value of the field Ψ which again destabilizes the φ field from the origin. This way φ field acquires its natural initial conditions for new inflation.
We now derive the slow-roll predictions for SU(5) model of new inflation with √ 2M = 1 units. In order to obtain the predictions of F SU(5) model from the predictions of SU(5) model we need to replace m → 2 m and M → √ 2M. The leading order slow roll parameters for the SU(5) potential in Eq. (14) are given as,
where we haved defined,
In general |η(φ)| ≫ ǫ(φ) for φ ≪ 1. The end of inflation occurs when η(φ e ) ≃ −1, where the field value at the end of inflation, φ e , is obtained as,
The N 0 number of e-folds before the end of inflation is given by
where φ 0 is the field value at horizon exit of the comoving scale l 0 and before the last N 0 number of e-folds. Using Eq. (26), we can solve above equations for φ 0 as where, to describe the valid limits of above approximate results, we have defined γ 0 as,
The scalar spectral index n s , the first most important discriminator of inflationary models, can now be expressed in N 0 as,
Note that in all our numerical calculations we have included next to leading order slow-roll expressions [26] . The above approximate results of n s for SU (5) In estimating the predictions of various inflationary parameters we have implicitly used the following expression for N 0 , where, T r is the reheat temperature. This formula assumes a standard thermal history of reheating. Following [1] , the relevant term for reheating in SU(5) model can be written as
This term generates the lepton asymmetry which can, in turn, lead to a successful baryogenesis via sphaleron processes [27] . Another possible term for reheating could be
which is already included in the superpotential (Eq. 2) and can lead to inflaton decay into Higgsinos. A similar reheating scenario with gauge singlet inflaton has been employed recently in [28] for µ-hybrid inflation. However, we do not assume a specific reheating scenario in our models and set a typical value for the reheat temperature T r ∼ 10 9 GeV to avoid generic gravitino problem [29] . Note that in case of F SU(5) a term similar to the one in Eq. (32), i.e, (ΦΦ) m−2 2 (Φ Φ10 i 10 j ) is not R-symmetric. To ameliorate this situation, we further assume the breaking of R-symmetry at superpotential level in F SU(5) model by the Planck scale suppressed operators, as discussed in [30] . The number of e-folds N 0 consistent with Planck's bounds on n s turns out to be 51 − 52 as shown in the Fig. (2) . Above expression of N 0 also depends on µ, the energy scale of inflation, which can be calculated from the expression of the amplitude of scalar perturbation,
where A s (k 0 ) = 2.196 × 10 −9 at the pivot scale k 0 = 0.05 Mpc −1 . Therefore, the energy scale of inflation is obtained as
where φ 0 as a function of N 0 is given in Eq. (28) . The numerical predictions of the energy scale of inflation, 5.5×10 13 GeV µ 3×10 14 GeV, are obtained within the Planck's data bounds as shown in the lower panel of Fig. (2) for various values of m. These small values of µ ≪ 2 × 10 16 GeV is a common feature of small field model of inflation where φ 0 ≪ m P . In the upper panel of Fig. (3) we display the value of the field at the pivot scale for which the range 4 × 10 14 GeV φ 0 10 16 GeV is consistent with the Planck's data bound. These values are not only far less than the Planck mass scale, m P = 2 × 10 18 GeV, they also lie below the corresponding values of the cutoff scale 2 × 10 16 GeV Λ 2.5 × 10
17
as shown in the lower panel of Fig. (3) for various values of m. For very large values of m, the cutoff scale Λ approaches the gauge symmetry breaking scale M from above and the field value during inflation reaches √ 2M (2M) from below for SU(5) (F SU (5)) model. Therefore, for the values of m considered in our numerical calculations, i.e., 4 m 20 (3 m 10) in case of SU(5) (F SU(5)), the ratio φ/Λ 0.1 is consistent with the central value of n s ≃ 0.968. However, the large values of m considered here are merely to show the trend of various predictions in the large m limit otherwise only first few values of m correspond to a more realistic situation with the cutoff scale lying reasonably below M.
The next important discriminator for the inflationary potentials is the tensor to scalar ratio r ≃ 16 ǫ(φ 0 ) which is constrained by the latest Planck's data to be r 0.01 [20] . As depicted in the upper panel of Fig. (4) , the range of the tensor to scalar ratio for both models turns out to be 10 −12 r 10 −8 for n s within current Planck's data bound. Again this is a generic feature of hilltop like small field models [31] . The detection of primordial gravity waves in future experiments [32, 33] with r 10 −4 can rule out these models. Finally, we consider the running of spectral index dn s /d ln k, which appears at the next to leading order slow-roll approximation (with ǫ ≪ |η|) as, where,
. As shown in the lower panel of Fig. (4) , we numerically estimate the range 7 × 10 −10 |dn s /d ln k| 10 −3 according to Planck's data bounds. The small values of the tensor to scalar ratio and the running of the scalar spectral index both are consistent with the underlying assumptions of the Planck's data bounds on n s which is based on the base ΛCDM model [20] . This justifies our comparison of the model predictions with the right experimental data.
For an R-symmetric SUSY SU(5) model of inflation, an important issue regarding the appearance of massless exotics in addition to MSSM content is briefly mentioned. Specifically, the un-eaten modes of the adjoint Higgs superfield, that is the octet and triplet components of 24 H , do not acquire masses due to R-symmetry. This is discussed in shifted and smooth versions of SUSY hybrid inflation models of SU(5) [21, 22] . For GUTs, based on a simple gauge group, this issue was first highlighted in [34] and then further elaborated in [35] . The massless particles gain TeV scale masses due to soft SUSY breaking effects and consequently ruin the gauge coupling unification, an attractive feature of MSSM. To circumvent this issue, vector-like particles of TeV scale mass were added in [21] to achieve gauge coupling unification. However, these vector-like particles do not belong to a complete SU(5) irreducible representation. Therefore, to avoid this issue we implicitly assume here that these TeV scale vector-like particles may arise from some ultraviolet theory working at scale Λ. Another common problem of minimal SU(5) model is the fast decay of proton via dimension five operator, 10 i 10
This decay is mediated by the color triplet Higgsinos with GUT scale masses and is not consistent with the latest e Super-Kamiokande data [36] . However, the dimension four operators contained in 10
Finally we present a brief discussion on proton decay in F SU(5) model considered here. For a similar analysis of proton decay in SUSY hybrid F SU(5) inflation, see [25, ?, 38] . The dangerous dimension five proton decay operators in SUSY flipped SU(5) model are contained in 10 for m ≥ 4, (37) which are also symmetric under Z n symmetry for n ≥ 4. Even if allowed by the R and Z n symmetries, these operators are heavily suppressed mainly due to S /Λ factor, where S field acquires a non-zero vacuum expectation value (VEV), S ∼ m 3/2 (M/2mµ) 2 , proportional to the gravitino mass m 3/2 ∼ 1−100 TeV owing to softly broken SUSY [39, 40] 
However, these operator are not allowed due to Z 2 matter parity described in Table-I . Therefore, proton decay proceeds through dimension six operator mediated by superheavy gauge boson exchange and the lifetime of proton, with M ∼ 2 × 10 16 GeV, is obtained around 10 36 years for the channel p → e + π 0 [41, 42, 43, 38] . This is consistent with the latest Super-Kamikande bound, τ p→e + π 0 > 1.6 × 10 34 years [44] .
Summary
We study the realization of new inflation model, proposed in [1] , for SUSY SU(5) and flipped SU(5) GUTs. This new inflation model utilizes the framework of R-symmetric SUSY hybrid inflation model with an additional Z n symmetry. The SM gauge singlet components of GUT Higgs fields act as inflaton in these two models. Monopole problem in SU(5) model is naturally resolved. The neutrino masses, reheating and leptogenesis are easily incorporated in the minimal SU(5) model. On the other hand, in flipped SU(5) model, the doublet-triplet splitting is naturally achieved without any fast proton decay due to dimension five operators. Actually, the U(1) R × Z n symmetry plays the key role in suppressing various dangerous operators for fast proton decay in F SU(5) model. The lifetime of proton via dimension six operators due to gauge bosons exchange turns out to be of order τ p→e + π 0 ∼ 10 36 years. Some issues related to minimal version of these models were also highlighted. The predictions of various model parameters are compared with the latest Planck' data bounds on the scalar spectral index, n s . Finally, the ranges of the tensor to scalar ratio, 10 
